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PRAYER AND MEMBER HEALTH
FORGIVENESS
Journey of Forgiveness—Footpath to Peace, Wayne and Kathleen Dillard, 2000 Mission Educational Books,
Chennai, India.
Everyday we are presented with obstacles to overcome; it’s our choice if these things make us bitter or
better. Journey away from a life of bitterness to a life of forgiveness and peace. This book equips you
not only to understand God’s principles of forgiveness but also practically how to apply these to your
own life and struggles.
The Bait of Satan—Your Response Determines Your Future, John Bevere, Charisma House.
This book exposes one of Satan’s most deceptive snares to get you out of God’s will—offense. Most
people who are ensnared never even realize it. You will encounter offense—it’s up to you how you’re
going to let it affect your relationship with God and others. You can stay free from offense and escape
the victim mentality and this book helps you to do just that.
“The Bait of Satan” by John Bevere https://youtu.be/dyEBD8r5dF0
GENERAL
The Joseph Journey: What Every Pioneer Needs to Know, Randall A. Martinez, 2020 MAPS Global Publishing,
Virginia.
We tend to look for a “secret formula” for success in the kingdom, but there is only a journey. God
advances His purposes through people that He forms by His processes. One of those people was Joseph.
He was sent out ahead of the activity of God in his generation so that he could lead others in an hour of
transition. He was fashioned for a leadership assignment that he could not yet see. God tested and
formed him in pits and prisons so that he could stand in the palace of the king. His journey is a prototype
of how God prepares pioneers for seasons of global transition. Right now, we are standing on the shore,
watching the tidal waves of great revival, great harvest, and great trouble unlike the earth has ever seen,
swell on the horizon. God is interviewing men and women for assignments that will span the next
twenty and thirty years to prepare the Church for what is coming. Odds are, you are in that interview
process right now! In this book, R.A. Martinez walks through the seven seasons of Joseph’s life that
God used to form him into a pioneer who could carry the weight of the dream fulfilled. Each season on
The Joseph Journey is designed with divine purpose, including lessons and tests, to prepare you to carry
out God-sized assignments in the days ahead!
HEALING AND DEMONIC DELIVERANCE MINISTRY
At The Name of Jesus—365 Meditations on the Names of Jesus, Sarah Hornsby, 1983 Chosen Books, Old
Tappan, NJ.
An astounding collection of 365 meditions built on a scriptural metaphor of the name or title of Jesus
including a bold declaration of a single glorious title given to Jesus and its application to our lives today
with a related scripture. Useful for spiritual warfare also.
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Christianizing the Roman Empire, Ramsay MacMullen, 1984 Yale Univ. Press, New Haven, CT.
A professor of history at Yale argues that deliverance from the demonic was one of the central dynamics
that accelerated the spread of Christianity across the Mediterranean world and Europe in the first three
centuries A.D.
Evicting Demonic Intruders. Noel & Phyl Gibson , 1993 New Wine Press, Chichester, England.
Considered by Doris Wagner, an experienced practitioner of deliverance prayer, the most helpful
manual for pastors who wish to minister demonic deliverance.
Jesus Deliverer of the Brokenhearted. Frank Meadows, 2015 The Lockman Foundation, La Habra, CA.
www.meadowshealingprayercenter.com
In this book, you will discover: How layers of mental strongholds are fashioned in the mind through
childhood wounds and trauma. How through deception and legal right, demonic spirits gain access and
are interwoven into the layers of a mental stronghold. How to discern when deliverance is indicted
during the Mind Renewing Healing Prayer ministry and how to walk in healing and wholeness. Discover
the ten layers of a mental stronghold, how they are fashioned in the mind, holding our core-foundational
lies in place and how to co-labor with Jesus to dismantle them through the Mind Renewing Healing
Prayer. How Jesus heals and sets captives free, with many encouraging stories of those finding healing,
deliverance and breakthrough! How the demonic can be simply addressed and overcome during healing
prayer ministry, as well a chapter with specific deliverance prayers.
Possess the Land! Carroll Thompson, 1978 Carroll Thompson Ministries, Dallas, TX.
Possessing the land within and without is the theme of this handbook focusing on deliverance from
bondages and curses by the power of the Word, the Spirit and prayer. Includes healing the emotions,
releasing hurts and rejection, breaking generational curses, and maintaining deliverance.
Power Encounters Among Christians of the Western World, Kevin Springer, ed., 1988 Harper Row, San
Francisco, CA.
Sixteen Christian leaders relate their personal testimonies of how they became participants in healing
ministries, each one of them being influenced in that direction by John Wimber. Wimber writes the
Introduction and an Afterword. Included are Fuller professors Charles Kraft and Peter Wagner.
Prepare for War, Dr. Rebecca Brown, M.D., 1987, Chick Publications, Chino, CA.
Satan hates you and wants to destroy you. To be victorious you must “Prepare for War”. In this spiritual
warfare manual, Dr. Brown has written from 7 years experience helping deliver over 1,000 people out of
hard-core Satanism. Learn to stand victoriously against Satan, deal with dangerous New Age teachings,
recognize and deal with Satanic ritual abuse of children, minister in deliverance, and handle the rarely
discussed problems people face after deliverance.
Scripture Keys for Kingdom Living, Compiled by June Newman Davis, 1984, Scripture Keys Ministries,
Denver, CO.
Teachings, exhortations, and comments with scriptural ministry keys for a wide variety of ministry
needs by category. Most useful for prayer and spiritual warfare as well as counseling and practical
deliverance.
Strongman’s His Name...What’s His Game?—An Authoritative Biblical Approach to Spiritual Warfare, Carol
and jerry Robeson, 1996 Shiloh Publishing House, Woodburn, OR.
Gives insight and descriptions of sixteen strongmen specifically mentioned by name in scriptures
including the related biblical symptoms. Teaches how to zero in and identify each, how to bind the
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enemy and loose the power of God, provides instant recognition when and where the enemy is attacking
our life and the lives of those around us, and shows God wants us to be free from satan’s hassles so we
can reach the world for Christ. Useful as a practical manual for deliverance as well.
Surprised by the Power of the Spirit, Jack Deere, 1993 Zondervan Publishing House, Grand Rapids, MI.
A former Dallas Seminary professor delivers a decisive refutation of cessationist claims that God no
longer heals today and that the gifts of the Spirit ceased at the end of the first century.
The Bondage Breaker, Neil T. Anderson, 1993 Harvest House Publishers, Eugene, OR.
A calm, practical, workable plan from Scripture that results in freedom and victory for the child of God
in overcoming negative thoughts, irrational feelings, and habitual sins. Reveals the whys and hows of
spiritual warfare and exposes Satan’s battle for your mind as well as sharing the powerful truth that will
break even the most stubborn habits or private sins.
Thus Saith God’s Word—Scripture Aids for Counselling, Dorothy Mason Weymann, 1977 MD Productions,
Greensboro, NC.
Tabbed by subject, this book is a scriptural reference guide to ministering to individuals or groups.
Useful for prayer and spiritual warfare as well.
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